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} Moved to Bow Valley late 1997
} Worked for TSMV as Assistant Controller 

(TSR) - 1998
} Held Chief Financial Officer position at Town 

of Canmore for 11 years
} Created the Town’s Offsite Levy, Utility Rate 

and Long Term Financial Planning Models
} Helped create Fiscal Impact Studies for 

previous TSMV/Silver Tip ASPs



} Inherent financial risks of a project that spans 
almost three decades

} Long term pattern of TSMV to build 
commercial property is almost non-existent

} 10 year trend of residential tax increases is 
unsustainable



} Development plan spans almost 3 decades
} Pandemics, climate emergencies, community 

priorities, can dramatically alter the fiscal 
equation

} Developable unit ranges increase the level of 
financial uncertainty

} No performance measures or milestones with 
which to enforce community benefit

} Community infrastructure financial risk
} Natural disaster financial risk



} Every TSMV ASP or similar document since the mid-
1990s has promised Commercial development

} Councils are swayed because commercial 
development is the answer to rising taxes, ASPs look 
fiscally sustainable.

} TSMV Fiscal analysis states that the taxes generated 
from Residential development do not cover the cost 
of services required for that development 

} 2004 TSMV Stewart Creek Structure Plan included 
33,000 sq mt

} 2004 TSMV Resort Centre ASP was almost 100% 
commercial, now 15-20% commercial



} What actually gets developed is dramatically 
different and has a significant impact on 
taxation as illustrated shortly

} Actual commercial development:
◦ Worldmark Hotel – 112 units
◦ Mountaineer’s Village at Drygas Gate

} Classic case of “Bait and Switch”
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} During 1995-2020 significant residential growth has taken 
place throughout TSMV lands

} During the last 10 years residential taxes have increased 
58-74% (this is an average compounded rate of 5.5% per 
year for 10 years)

} Utility Rates have increased even more:  between 90-124%. 
(approx 7.5% per year for 10 years)

} Franchise Fees have increased 9.3% per annum – doubling 
in less than 8 years

} Fiscal Sustainability cannot be achieved through 
Residential development

} Current trend of doubling residential taxes every 12 years 
is unsustainable

} To maintain the social fabric in our Community, this trend 
cannot continue.
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Projections are baed on the average 10 year actual increases.  If  this trend were to continue this is what our rates would look like.



} Currently “as advertised” net positive impact
} Analysis states that this is CONTIGENT on ALL the 

Commercial development and the valuations of that 
commercial development

} Historic trends reinforce that fact that the commercial 
development will not occur without specific performance 
measures implemented within the ASP

} Market forces suggest that “doubling” the commercial 
space in Town suggest even if it did, the 
valuations/demand for this “empty or under-utilized” 
commercial space will not result in the tax revenue as 
predicted

} In combination, these circumstances will result in a 
significant net negative impact for the Town’s finances and 
continue to put pressure on the Municipal rates as 
illustrated.



} The residential development on TSMV lands has 
contributed to the 10 year trend of unsustainable 
rate increases.

} Maintaining our Social Fabric is about making 
good incremental changes not shackling the 
community for three decades.

} The ASPs as presented presents a significant 
downside financial risk to the Town of Canmore 
and its taxpayers.

} Financial impacts cannot just be promises, there 
must be a degree of certainty, the historic 
patterns and trends do not support the fiscal 
sustainability contained within the ASPs.



} I would encourage Council and Administration to 
consider these facts and ensure that if 
development occurs that it has a guaranteed 
benefit to our community. To do this the ASP 
must:
◦ Minimize financial uncertainties, maintain future control 

by Council
◦ Contain as much commercial development as negotiable
◦ Contain measures to ensure the commercial 

development is built before or at least simultaneously to 
residential development
◦ Contain clauses where residential development is only 

permitted as certain milestones are achieved in 
commercial development


